Bushland Sinfonietta
(Sinfonietta n.4, Musical Land Art, 2020)

Full Score for 2 Trios, Strings & Flutes.

I. DAWN

Allegro agitato

\( \frac{\text{f}}{4} = 56 \quad \frac{\text{f}}{4} = 84 \)

- Piccolo
- Concert Flute
- Alto Flute
- Viola
- Violoncello
- Contrabass (amplified)

Stage Plots for stereo effect.
L to R: C Flute, Piccolo, Alto Flute, Cello, Contrabass, Viola.
Advanced: C Flute, Cello, Piccolo, Contrabass, Alto Flute, Viola.

Punctuated vibrato: \( \checkmark \) normale \( \checkmark \) medio \( \checkmark \) lento

Arco pizzicato
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II. EARLY MORNING
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III. LATE MORNING

stesso tempo
IV. NOON
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VI. MID AFTERNOON
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VII. EVENING
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VIII. NIGHT

stesso tempo